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How to Support Your Children’s Digital Wellbeing

Digital wellbeing is about recognizing how using technology makes us 
feel. Technology can impact our emotions and our mental and physical 
wellbeing. Some experiences with technology, such as online drama, 
pressure on social media, and upsetting content, can have a negative 
impact on digital wellbeing. The goal is to teach your children how 
to use technology, so their safety, self-esteem, mental and emotional 
health, and relationships are not negatively a�ected. The following are 
some ideas  for reaching that goal of positive digital wellbeing.

• Set boundaries and limits on screen time. Lay out clear 
expectations on technology use in your family. Consider sitting 
down as a family to create a family agreement that sets rules so everyone can be safe online and have positive digital 
wellbeing (some things to include could be who can do what online [age-appropriate content; what inappropriate 
content to avoid]; how long someone can be online; how to act online; who can download media; and what information is 
okay/not okay to share).  

• Start a conversation. Make a point to regularly ask your children about their technology use and how they feel after 
they’ve been online. Getting them to talk about their online activity can build a foundation for future conversations about 
problems your children may have online. 

• Have a plan. Decide now what you will do or say if your children come to you after having a negative experience online. 

• Help your children have a plan. Ask them questions like, “What would you do if you saw a video online that upset you?” 
or “What would you do if you were sent a mean message?” Make sure your children know what trusted adults they can 
turn to if they have a negative online experience.

Note: The information in this newsletter is a starting point and may not be e�ective for all children or all situations. Individual counseling can be helpful in 
tailoring strategies to meet individual needs.

Digital Awareness

Technology changes all the time, and with it can 
come negative e�ects, such as cyberbullying, 
harmful posts on social media or in group chats, 
and sexting. Being aware of what your children are 
doing online can help protect them from harmful 
digital behavior, whether they are the victims or 
the instigators. Here are some steps to become 
more digitally aware.

• Set age-appropriate parental controls and rules 
for how your children can behave online. 

• Learn about the latest apps and online slang. 

• Know your children’s usernames and 
passwords for social media sites and email. 

• Follow or friend your children on social media.

• Set your children’s phone locations and privacy 
settings.

Be open with your children about why you are 
taking these steps. These steps are not meant as 
a way to continually spy on your children; rather, 
they are to ensure that you can be aware of any 
cyberbullying or other inappropriate online 
behavior that is happening.

SIGNS OF HOPELESSNESS

Below are a few warning signs that could indicate 
hopelessness in children.

* Increased irritability
* Decreased interest in activities
* Unusual changes in eating or sleeping habits
* Excessive feelings of guilt
* Substance use
* Trouble concentrating
* Complaining of frequent aches and pains
* Being self-critical

If you notice these signs and they last for a week 
or two, consider taking the following steps:

* Talk with your children. Regularly check in 
with them on how they’re feeling and what’s 
going on in their lives. Express your concern 
when needed and ask questions kindly.

* Talk with other adults. There are many adults 
in your children’s lives: teachers, coaches, 
church leaders, and extended family. Ask if 
they’ve noticed any abnormal behavior from 
your children.

* Talk with a mental health professional. With-
out your children, meet with a mental health 
professional to discuss your concerns and get 
more information on how to help your 
children.

THE ROLE OF HOPE IN SUICIDE PREVENTION

A new school year commonly brings a new sense of hope 
for kids. Your children may be feeling hopeful that they will 
learn a lot, do well in class, make a sports team, or earn a 
top spot in orchestra. Visualizing themselves accomplishing 
these things can lead to an increased sense of happiness, 
satisfaction, and hope.

That hope can also provide protection against suicide risk. 
Individuals who practice and nourish hope tend to feel more 
motivation even in the face of discouragement. Hope is  
crucial in suicide prevention because hope is what helps 
someone decide to stay. Fortunately, hope is a learnable 
skill. Below are a few ideas for how you and your children 
can build hope to help protect against suicide risk. 

Steps for Building Hope:

* Visualize. Help your child look to the future and see in 
their minds what it would be like to acheive their hopes. Help them ponder how this bright future feels. You can 
also create a picture of these hopes to hang somewhere you and your child can see it every day.

* Notice others’ hope. Read about others’ hope. Talk to hopeful individuals about their hopes and successes.

* Write in a hope journal. Detail your hopes in a notebook. For hopes that involve a goal, be sure to break the goal 
into small steps. You may need to make several plans for a goal, and remember to give yourself grace if that goal 
needs to shift or change along the way.
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